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Hello From The Head-Teacher
During the Easter bank holiday weekend I spent an
afternoon watching a repeat of a football World Cup semi
final, played 30 years ago, where England faced Germany. It
may seem like a strange thing to do, given that I watched the
whole match, extra time and penalties. I spent about three
hours watching the whole thing, knowing full well that
England lost at the end!
However when I started watching the game, I was not struck
by how different the kits were back then or by some of the
hairstyles the players had, which were fashionable at the
time. My first thought was seeing how the crowd were all so
close together, how the players were tackling each other without a thought to social
distancing and handing the ball to each other, for throw ins, without washing their
hands afterwards. It was then that I realised how much I have adapted to this new way
of life.
When I read this weekly magazine I also see how much you have all adapted, as you
share activities that you may once have never thought of doing. How your parents are
also having to adapt to becoming teachers and how your teachers are having to adapt
to setting lessons to be delivered remotely, rather than by themselves in front of a
class.
Eventually schools will start to reopen and once again that will mean us having to adapt
to how they will run, particularly in the early days. What will we do about break and
lunchtimes? What about assembly? How will the teacher, or teaching assistant, be able
to help you with your work if they have to stay 2 metres away? Can we still give a
commendation stamp whilst socially distancing?
The answer to all these questions is simple. We will need to adapt.
I'm sure you can all think back to the time you started at Drayton Junior School and
how you probably had many questions about how things will run. However you soon
adapted and we will do so again. Just as those leaving us for high school, at the end of
this term, will adapt to new school routines when they start in September.
So I will continue to enjoy reading about how you are all adapting to life in lockdown
and hope that you are all continuing to stay well.
David Oldham
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THE DRAYTONIAN
I hope that you are all keeping well and that your are enjoying reading the
magazine. It is a huge amount of work putting The Draytonian together.
Sometimes when it seems like I have too much to do, I look at all the great
things you’ve sent me and it makes all the hard work worthwhile. It’s amazing
to be able to share what you’ve been up to. This issue is a special ‘Lockdown’
issue which includes lots of things you’ve done, you could try, or that you
might like to read about during lockdown. Although our lives might be very
different at the moment, it is fantastic to see how we all adapt and keep going,
even when times are tough! Just like our cover says : Keep Smiling!

Mr Silvester
PS) Please note that from this issue, The Draytonian will no longer be a weekly publication
– hopefully fortnightly!
If you’ve sent something to me and it isn’t in this issue, don’t worry – it will be in a future issue!
PLEASE keep sending me things to include (and this includes parents too!). It can be anything
– be creative! Tell us what you’re doing at home. Show us photos of your creations, your
artwork, or just interesting things you’ve seen. Whatever it is, we’d love to include it. You can
send as many things as you like! Email everything to me at msilvester9nrp@nsix.org.uk

Mrs Smith has been telling us about the caterpillars she was raising. Lets find out how they’ve
been getting on
Day ?? - I've lost track of the days!
Amazing things have happened since my last entry. Four of the caterpillars transformed
into their chrysalides over a couple of days. Then I was lucky enough to witness the final
transformation. I could almost see the caterpillar 'stretch' out its skin. It reminded me of
sliding off a sock. I saw it harden slowly from top to bottom then it wiggled around quite
rapidly. The remains of the skin was left at the top of the cup. It still looked quite soft to
start with, then over the next few hours it hardened. After three days, I was able to
move the chrysalides to their butterfly habitat. Now we wait!
Mrs Smith

Mrs Woollsey’s Guide To Lockdown Sanity

The Up-Sides Of COVID-19
Noah V-C (5H) finds the positive side of a tough situation

People in India can see the Himalayas 100 miles away for the
first time in decades.
There has been less road kill in the UK due to less cars on the
road. Usually cars kill up to 100,000 hedgehogs, 30,000 deer,
50,000 badgers, 100,000 foxes.
Delayed cutting of grass at the roadsides should bring lots more
wildflowers and provide pollen for bees and insects.
Blue skies have made a rare appearance in Chinese cities,
which is a change from the smog.
Clear water began flowing through canals in Venice, Italy.
In South Florida, the shutdown of beaches could give Sea Turtles
some of the best nesting conditions in the coming weeks.
There have been more Mole sightings.
And the best thing, we don’t have to go to school!

LOCKDOWN WITH THE LAMBOURNES
By Harry L (5S)
Like most people in the country, us Lambournes have been in lockdown for
the last few weeks. Annoyingly, before schools closed, I had already had a
week off with tonsillitis so I was already missing my friends. From 23 rd March
we were ALL stuck at home, even my dad had to work from the spare
bedroom. Even so, we’ve been getting up to some interesting things so I
thought I’d let you know what they are.
To keep our spirits up (and fill
our stomachs!) we have a
‘Junior Bake Off’ competition
each week between Ruby and I.
My mum weighs out the
ingredients and lets us get on
with it. Dad is the judge. So far
we’ve made bread, biscuits and
cakes. Although my sister is a
Bake Off addict, I am in the lead
so far with 2 wins to my name.

The weather’s been really good so we’ve been outside as much as
possible. We are all allowed out for one walk a day so we take our daft
Labrador, Benson, on a long walk each day. We like going across the
meadow and by the stream. The water is disgustingly dirty, but Benson
loves to jump in it every day! He stinks afterwards and when we get home,
he runs away to hide from the dreaded hosepipe…! All in all, Benson is
living his best life! He’s never on his own, gets loads of cuddles and plays
in the garden with us all day.

Our next-door neighbour is elderly and lives on her own. We’ve been trying
to cheer her up by getting her shopping, cooking some of her meals and
chatting to her over the garden fence. We’ve got a tree which Ruby and I
climb up to talk to her. We call it ‘the talking tree’ and Margaret (our
neighbour) loves it! Although my little sister Ruby thinks she’s an extremely
good climber, she’s fallen out at least five times and counting… Mum says
she needs to be careful because we could do without going to hospital at the
moment!
We’ve invented lots of new games in
the garden. One of which, we call ‘the
jail game’ Basically Ruby, Benson and
I are one team and mum and dad are
our enemies. There are yellow
football cones all over the garden
which we have to collect and store
them safely on the patio. In the
meantime, Mum and Dad are trying
to hit us by throwing hoola-hoops at
us. If we are caught, we have to drop
the treasure and go to ‘jail’ (Ruby’s
play house). This is where Benson
comes in. We can’t get free until he
comes to the playhouse and lets us
stroke him! It’s great fun and we
pester mum and dad all day to play it!
We’ve also made an obstacle course
and Dad and I often play crossbar
challenge. Ruby has also made a shop,
a pub and a café in her little house.
Benson knows she has dog treats in
there so he often sticks his head over
the door and Ruby can’t ignore his
cuteness! (Told you he was living his
best life!)

Mum and dad tried to make
the holidays a bit different for
us so we had a bit of a party.
We were invited to Mum and
Dad’s restaurant and a family
sleepover in the living room.
Ruby and I had to dress up in
smart clothes to get a table at
the restaurant. Our dad
pretended to be the waiter
and dressed up in a smart
white shirt and a bow tie! It
was a great restaurant but
what stole the show was
toasting marshmallows on
the fire in the garden. We
then watched a movie before
all snuggling down in the
living room!

All in all, lockdown is not that
bad but I miss seeing my
friends. Mind you, my dad has
had a go at cutting my hair so
perhaps it’s better no one
sees me! On the plus side, I’m
getting loads more time on
the Xbox than I’m usually
allowed!

We used:









a large cardboard box
one roll of shiny
insulation
tin foil
a sheet of glass
scissors
a large shoe box
and a cooking pot

How we made it
1. First, we cut the insulation into the size of the sides
and bottom of the box.
2. Then, we glue-gunned the pieces into the box.
3.Next,we cut the flaps of the shoebox off and
trimmed around the edge.
4. Then, we glue-gunned a bit of the tin foil on to
the flaps of the shoe box.

5.After that, we
glued the flaps of
the shoe box onto
the big box.
6. Finally, we put a
sheet of glass over
the box’s opening.
Then, we cut up
some potatoes,
carrots and leeks,
put them in the
cooking pot, put the
cooking pot in the
cooker and lined
the cooker up so as
much sunlight as
possible was
reflecting onto the
pot.

Harvey S (5L) also made a Solar Oven and after two hours it melted some rock hard cake icing
into almost a runny sauce!

Isla in 3H made
this superb factfile about
Cheetahs.

Creating Carrow Road!
By Charlie R (4B)

I have been building a
model of the Norwich City
stadium and have finally
finished it. I had a little bit
of help from my family as
it had 3,186 pieces. I have
sent some pictures to you
for the school magazine.
Also I found out some
facts about Carrow Road.

’
Many of you that know me will know that fitness and exercise have
always been a big part of my life.
As a child I swam competitively as well as enjoying gymnastics and dance.
I also played football for a while before I had children and I now enjoy
running. My parents are keen triathletes and travel all over the world
representing Great Britain (in age group competitions).
So to me being allowed out of the house during lockdown to exercise is
really important. I find it helps me to release stress and I come back to
the house feeling a lot better (if not a bit red in the face!!).
Because I have two children I also try to use this time to get involved in
exercise together. My son Billy (who is 8 years old) also loves running,
football and generally being active. I also have a daughter, Poppy (5 years
old) who enjoys dance and swimming.

Some of you may have seen us at
junior parkrun at Eaton park and
various running events. Since
lockdown, Billy and I have been
enjoying getting out on long bike
rides-something we never would have
had time to do. I live in a small town
called Wymondham, which is just
south of Norwich, and this gives us an
opportunity to get out into the
countryside. The furthest we have
been so far is 14km.
At the 2.5km Dash at Holkham last
Summer

I hope you have all been
able to get out and about
doing some exercise. It
certainly is good for our
health-both our bodies
and minds. Once this is all
over and we return to
school we will be starting
to look towards the new
cross country season and
it would be great to see
some more of you get
involved.
Why not use your time to exercise to practice running long distances? It doesn’t
need to be really far-most cross country races are up to 1500m. But even if that
sounds tricky you could try running for 2 minutes then walking 1 minute and
you will soon see yourself getting better. Don’t forget there are also some great
activities on the home learning page on the school website- the Real PE website
is broken down into 20 minute chunks to do during the day.

VISIT home.jasmineactive.com
REAL PE – This is the scheme we use in school. They are giving free access to parents
using these details
Parent email: parent@draytoncof-9.com
Password: draytoncof

LEWIS IN LOCKDOWN!
Lewis R (5S) shares his Lockdown photo album!

Basketball

Playing with my Guinea-Pigs, Jerry and Buddy

Doing some school work

Building Lego

Baking

Lockdown Haircut From Dad

Ebba’s mum works at the hospital, and
like everybody, Ebba wanted to say thank
you to all the people working there and
keeping things going. So, she decided to
use her artistic skills to give thanks. Ebba
created lots of artwork for her mum to
take into work and share with all the
people there, in the hope that it might
cheer them up during tough times. As you
can see in these photos – it really did
cheer people up! Ebba even made
something for Sam Higginson who is the
CEO of the whole hospital. He was very
pleased and shared it on Twitter with all
his followers - even though he did think
Ebba was a boy! Luckily Ebba’s mum was
able to correct him. Fantastic way to say
thank you Ebba – Well done!

LOCKDOWN PROJECTS
You share some of your amazing lockdown work with us
Lilly A (3H) has sent
some pictures of her
and her sister Molly
making salt dough
Easter shapes for her
Easter tree (that's
really a Xmas tree but
hey!)
She ate quite a lot of
chocolate over Easter
but now is back to a bit
of school work!

Elina W (4B) has drawn this amazing lion!

Eleanor B (3T) has drawn Medusa – careful she doesn’t turn
you to stone!

Riley D (4J) and Sydney D (3T) have designed sunflower posters for the window as police have
launched appreciation for key workers. Every time they see a sunflower on a window they will
post sunflower seeds through your letterbox so the children can watch them grow during these
unpredictable times and give them something to watch and grow to bring some happiness.

Milo R in 4B has been keeping
creative! He has done some acrylic
outdoor flower painting and pottery
painting!

Archie B (6W) has produced this very regal portrait
of Queen Victoria (Above). Do you remember
Dexter’s Bug Hotel from Issue 3? Dexter (4B) has
made this great quiz poster all about it (right).

You’ve been doing some amazing things! Please keep sharing them with us by
sending everything to msilvester9nrp@nsix.org.uk
MRS HOWELL’S QUIZ PAGE - ISSUE 3 ANSWERS

WHO AM I? – ISSUE 3 ANSWERS
Mr Tyson

MR ARDEN’S FOOTBALL QUIZ – ISSUE 3 ANSWERS
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Sergio Aguero
David de Gea
Teemu Pukki
Jamie Vardy
Harry Kane
Virgil Van Dijk
Mason Mount
Jack Grealish
David Luiz
Dominic Calvert-Lewin

VOLCANIC ERUPTION!
Zac’s Exploding Volcano
I had a birthday present I had
not opened yet which is all
about exploding stuff. I
wanted to make an exploding
volcano which you can make
at your house too.
This is what you need:
- A base (you could use a
small plastic bottle with a
small hole in the lid)
- Malt vinegar (the stuff I have
on chips!)
- Baking soda or bicarbonate
of soda
- A teaspoon
- An adult assistant who is
speedy Gonzales
My adult assistant put one generous teaspoon of
bicarbonate of soda into the volcano base and very
quickly screwed the lid on and took a few steps back.

What we did:
We filled our base three quarters of the way up with vinegar.
Watch the volcano blow!

I researched into why it works and it is because the
and bicarbonate of soda has a chemical reaction
We put the base on a flat surface and put sand aroundvinegar
the base.
I made a beach area
which causes carbon dioxide gas to build up. When it
gets too full of gas the mixture explodes out of the top which was destroyed by lava in the end!
like a real volcano but not as dangerous!
By Zac Robinson (in 3I)

My adult assistant put one generous teaspoon of bicarbonate of soda into the volcano
base and very quickly screwed the lid on and took a few steps back.
Watch the volcano blow!
I researched into why it works and it is because the vinegar and bicarbonate of soda has
a chemical reaction which causes carbon dioxide gas to build up. When it gets too full
of gas the mixture explodes out of the top - like a real volcano but not as dangerous!
By Zac R (3I)

My name is Evie H (3I). I am
going to tell you about my
Guinea Pigs
Summer and Pumpkin and
some facts about Guinea
Pigs.
My Guinea Pigs Summer and
Pumpkin are 4 years old. Did
you know they can live up to
8 years! Guinea Pigs average
size is 8 to 11 inches long.
Diet
Guinea Pigs are herbivores.
That means that they just eat
fruits and veggies, NO dairy,
eggs, meat or insects for
these little guys.
Fresh hay, fresh water and
fresh leafy vegetables are a
perfect diet.

Housing
Guinea Pigs cages need to be
cleaned out once or twice a
week, I put one layer of
newspaper followed by a
layer of straw and on top lots
of hay. Did you know you
could expect to see up to 100
poops per Guinea Pig per
day! They poop a lot, so it is
very important they are
cleaned out regularly. Yuk!

Exercise
Guinea Pigs need exercise,
even with a big cage it is
important to let them have
free play. Summer and
Pumpkin just love running
around in my garden.

Guinea Pigs are fab pets and
they love people, when they
are happy they squeak and
purr! Hope you enjoyed my
fact file!

Dreamy hot chocolate
This smooth and creamy white hot chocolate will make all your dreams come true – you can’t help but smile when
you drink it.

Makes: 4 glasses

Time: 15 minutes

Difficulty rating: easy

700ml semi-skimmed milk
1 tbsp vanilla extract
200g white chocolate, chopped into
small pieces
Pink gel food colouring
Sprinkles and topping of your choice

You will need four tall glasses or mugs

Place the milk, vanilla and chopped white chocolate in a medium saucepan and simmer on a medium heat, stirring
occasionally with a whisk, until the white chocolate has melted.
Add 1 drop of pink food colouring just before the mixture comes to the boil and whisk it in, then as it begins to boil
remove the pan from the heat and serve immediately.
Top with whipped cream, any sprinkles and anything else you want to put on it.

Miss you all, stay safe and stay well
From Elsie (3I)

ON THE BALL!
Mr Arden’s Football Quiz
This time I thought I would do 10 football questions on who has the most?

1) Which team has won the most Premier League titles?
2) Which Premier League team has won the most Champions
league/European cups out of all the English teams with 6?
3) Which player is the all-time premier league top goal scorer with 260
goals?
4) Which goalkeeper has the most Premier League clean sheets?
5) Which player has played the most Premier League games?
6) Which team has won the most FA cups?
7) Which team has won the most League cups?
8) Which player has the most Premier League assists?
9) Which Premier League team has won the most points in 1 season?
10) Which player has scored the most Premier League goals in a 38 game
season with 32 goals?

ANSWERS NEXT ISSUE. FOR LAST ISSUE’S ANSWERS SEE PAGE 23

Who Am I?
I work at Drayton Junior School
I come from a big family. I have
4 brothers, 1 sister, 13 nephews
and nieces and 1 great nephew.
(I also have over 50 cousins but
stopped counting a long time
ago).
My favourite subjects at school
were Maths and P.E. I
represented the school at
netball, tennis, basketball,
rounders and hockey. (Our
hockey team always did well because we had a future Olympic medallist on our
team –we always passed the ball to her!)
Although sport was my life until I was 18, I then went to University and
discovered other interests  ( I am now a bit of an armchair sportswoman!).
I have won 2 football trophies in my life – I won the second one without even
kicking a ball!
I learned ballet for about 6 years and played the piano when I was younger.
I did my teacher training with another teacher at Drayton. We haven’t always
worked in the same school but we have been friends ever since.
My other jobs include working in a sweet shop, working a tenderometer
machine (to test how hard the peas were – yes there really was such a thing!)
and working for Pirelli in their offices outside Paris.
When I was 20 I went to live in France for a year – I spent my 21st birthday at
the top of the Eiffel Tower (but had to leave the champagne at the bottom)

Mrs Silvester’s Riddle Me This …
1. What gets wetter the more it dries?
2. When you look for something, why is it always in
the last place you look?
3. A cowboy rode into town on Friday. He stayed in town for
three days and rode out on Friday. How was that possible?
4. What has to be broken before you can use it?
5. What has a face and two hands, but no arms or legs?
6. What occurs once in a minute, twice in a moment, and
never in one thousand years?
7. What can you catch but not throw?
8. What is full of holes but can still hold water?
9. What goes up and down but never moves?
10. What gets sharper the more you use it?
Next Issue : Answers and Mrs Brosche sets some riddles!

AMBER’S QUIZ
Can you solve these quiz questions set by Amber S (6G) ?

Answers Next Issue

MRS GILL WRITES….
Well here we go again with the next
instalment....
....As Penny and Abi settle into life at
Granston Manor with Lord Evan, his son
Oliver and not forgetting his crazy dog, Lady,
they begin to put into action their plan to
help Oliver and this means a great new
adventure for Abi too.
But will the plan work or will it lead to the
very thing that they are trying to prevent?
And suddenly the two friends realise just
how long they have been trapped in the
past!

Mrs Gill

Chapter 10
The following morning dawned bright, with a clear blue sky, but the air had a distinctive chill,
which told of the approaching winter.
Abi and Penny quickly dressed in their freshly laundered clothes and went down, the now
familiar stairs, to meet Oliver in the solar. Oliver had asked the laundry maids to wash their
school clothes for them; the task had been completed overnight.
“Good morning,” he greeted as he spied them walking through the arched doorway, where he
sat with Lord Evan and Lady.
“Good Morning, my Liege, Oliver,” they replied as they took their seats opposite Oliver and
his father.
“What plans have thee, on this bright day?” Lord Evan asked with interest.
“Oh, maybe we could see the horses again,” replied Penny, enthusiastically.
“Yes, that would be most satisfactory. Will is very proud of our horses. He tends them with
the greatest care, ‘tis it so Oliver?” he said as he glanced at his son.
Nodding in agreement Oliver secretly smiled at Penny and Abi. He didn’t think his father
would encourage a visit to the stables if he knew that the visit would involve his only son
riding one of the horses! He was relieved that he wasn’t learning to ride on his own. It helped
him that Abi was learning too; they supported and encouraged each other.

“I must bid thee farewell for a few days, I regret. I have trade in the near town of Holt. I
shall leave presently and return upon the conclusion of my commerce. I have asked that
Oliver take care of thee. I hope that he will not let me down. I desire that your stay here is
most pleasant,” he informed them.
“Oh, we’ll manage just fine Lord Evan. Don’t worry, Oliver is the perfect host!” said Abi, with
only the slightest hint of mischief in her voice.
“Good, good. I bid a good day to thee all,” he replied as he stood up, stroked Lady’s faithful
head and strode out of the room.
No sooner had he left, Abi burst out, “What a stroke of luck! A couple of days where we
don’t have to worry about your dad seeing us on the horses.”
“True, my friend, but thy doth forget. There are many eyes here that belong to my Liege.”
Oliver reminded them gravely.
“Of course, Oliver, we forget that everyone here works for him, sorry,” Penny said,
understanding what Oliver meant. She went on, “But we’ll just use the disguises again and I’m
sure Will will have some ideas about where we can carry on with our riding, won’t he?”
Oliver sat quietly for a moment, and then he replied, “Yes, I doth wonder if maybe we could
go to the orchard. I should like to pick some apples and other fruits for Alys. Perchance, we
may do the two things together?”
“Sounds good to me!” spluttered Abi with her mouthful of crusty bread.
“Abi! Where are your manners?” exclaimed Penny, raising her eyebrows at Oliver who just
grinned. He really was enjoying the company of these two strange girls. Their sense of fun,
their modern ways and carefree nature was so alien to him but he hoped it would rub off,
even just a little bit.
They began discussing their plan for the day and it was decided that Lady needed some
exercise first, so while Oliver took her, Abi and Penny would spend a little time exploring the
manor’s gardens.
These were on the other side of the moat so they would have to cross the stone bridge first.
Oliver and Lady walked with them and he explained that his father seldom visited the garden
as it reminded him of his mother who had loved to rest there during the day. Once over the
bridge, Oliver pointed out that the gardens lay to the left, whereas in front of where they
stood, and behind a tall, thick hedge, were the orchards.
They all turned to walk towards the formal gardens following the curve of the moat until
they came to the southerly edge, where a wall met them. An ornate arch led them through to
gardens. The area was divided up into rectangular sections with narrow pathways between.
Immediately to their right was the kitchen garden and this was, again divided into sub-plots,
with areas for vegetables and herbs. Oliver briefly explained that the herbs were also used

by the spencer. He would make medicines from them, to help people who suffered from
various ailments or pestilence.
To their left were rows of vines and beyond many flower beds. Oliver indicated that it was
to that area that the girls should head as they would find some seats on which to rest. He
bowed and turned around, heading out of the gardens to exercise Lady.
“Wow, this is a pretty impressive garden, isn’t it Pens?” commented Abi looking around.
“Certainly is. Looks better now than in about five hundred years time!” she replied.
“Got that right! Our sports field is boring compared to all this!” agreed Abi as they started
walking along the path through the vineyard in the direction of the flower beds. Although
they were in autumn a few flowers were still in bloom but sadly neither of the girls could
name them.
Spotting the wooden seats that Oliver had spoken of, they sat in the now warm sunshine and
gazed into the distance. The manor’s grounds stretched ahead of them like a colourful
patchwork quilt. Beyond the gardens rolled many fields bordered by dense hedgerows with
tracks and footpaths snaking their way through to the homes dotted throughout the
landscape. They also spotted Granston Woods too. Briefly it made Penny homesick, as it
reminded her of the many tales her father had told her of his childhood holidays spent with
Aunt Ella.
“Hear that, Penny?” asked Abi in a whisper, trying to distract Penny from her sad thoughts.
“Hear what Abi?” she asked in reply, a little puzzled.
“Exactly! Nothing! Isn’t it lovely and peaceful? You’d never get that at home; there’d always
be a car racing along or tractor chugging away in the distance somewhere. Or maybe a
helicopter or plane zooming overhead, but here, it’s silent!” she explained.
Quietly, Penny sat thinking about what her friend had just said, “That’s so true Abi, I hadn’t
thought about that until now, but yeah it is so peaceful. I kind of like it, really. Life here is
much slower, easier somehow. At home everyone’s charging from one thing to the next, with
no time to just sit here like this.”
“I know what you mean, but if we were living here now, I doubt we’d be here, ‘lording it up’ in
the manor. We’d be lucky to live in a place like Will’s family!” pointed out Abi.
“Yeah, true. We’re living the privileged life, that’s for sure!” said Penny.
“Yep, and I think we should enjoy every minute, never gonna live like ‘toffs’ again!” Abi
answered and both girls laughed.
Just at that moment Lady came tearing through the vineyard and leapt through the last vine,
grapes bursting in every direction, and landed at their feet with her tongue hanging out of
her mouth and tail wagging.

The girls immediately crouched down to cuddle her as a red faced and panting Oliver
emerged from the same direction in which Lady had arrived.
“I thought you were exercising Lady, not the other way around!” giggled Penny taking in the
sight of him.
Gasping to get his breath, Oliver explained what had happened, “Lady likes to greet all the
rabbits here! Then she decided to attend to thee with haste!”
Again, Abi and Penny chuckled at the thought of poor Oliver being led a merry dance by the
innocent looking Lady, who was now laying on her back with her paws in the air waiting for a
belly rub. Penny took the hint first.
“Come, my friends, I believe refreshments are in order,” Oliver said as he mopped his warm
brow. “Lady is usually so amenable; I do not have such problems...”
“It’s okay Oliver. I think she’s just excited, that’s all,” reassured Penny. Then she tapped him
on the arm and indicated that he should look behind them. Abi was twirling round and Lady
was copying, but then saw her own tail, and started chasing it!

~~~
Later that day, after their refreshments, it was decided that they would put on their
‘disguises’ and meet Will at the stables, again Oliver said that Lady should stay behind.
Soon, they had tacked up the horses and mounted them quickly in the courtyard. Oliver then
gestured to Will that they should go over to the orchard for their second lesson. Will
nodded in understanding and before long the group were walking under the archway and over
the stone bridge.
“This is brillo, Pens!” enthused Abi; feeling much more comfortable than the previous day. “I
feel like a proper rider already.”
“Yes, you’ve certainly got the hang of it,” Penny replied, admiring the way her friend sat up in
the saddle, with her heels down in the stirrups and holding the reins firmly in the way she
had taught her yesterday. Looking across she continued, “Oliver seem more confident too.”
Hearing his name, he turned and smiled, “I thank you. The orchard gate is this way,” he
pointed to the opposite side of the track that led to the village.
A narrow pathway led them from the bridge and track and wound round the hedge to an open
gateway.
Once inside, Will gave Grace a gentle tap with his heels and she quickened her pace into a
trot.
“He is going to ensure no one is here. We must wait.” Oliver informed them anxiously. After
what seemed like a lifetime, a smiling Will cantered back with Grace. Oliver breathed with
relief, “Praise be! We doth be safe,” he said.

“Okay, I think we’ll try walking round the orchard in a figure of eight, first. Then if you’re
happy with that we’ll try trotting?” asked Penny.
Nodding, both Oliver and Abi seemed more than keen to get on with it and led off together
to the far end of the orchard.
Many of the trees were sagging under the weight of the fruit clasped in their arms. As she
rode past, Penny picked a particular rosy apple, rubbed it on her sleeve and took a crunchy
bite.
“Mmm Oliver, these are so sweet!” she said.
“OHH!” Oliver cried out as he tried to look at Penny with her apple, he turned too abruptly,
lost his footing in the stirrups and slipped from the saddle.
“Oliver!” cried Penny and Abi together, as Will leapt from his own saddle and ran to him.
Oliver lay on the lush grass beneath the tree, shaking. Penny and Abi rushed over, concern
and guilt tearing at them. Was he okay? How badly hurt was he? Oh, why had they meddled?
They should have left Oliver as he was; safe!
Will looked up as they approached. Expecting to see a gravely concerned face or anger, they
were shocked to see him smiling. Glancing at each other, puzzled, they then looked again at
Oliver. He was still shaking, but it was with laughter!
“My friends; such good tidings! My first fall. I give thanks to thee for this soft landing,” he
chuckled, indicating the grass he was laying on. Abi and Penny smiled with relief.
Immediately, he was up and, although a little stiff, he walked over to where Red was
munching on a few windfall apples. Stroking the animal’s head he said, “Come Red; work to be
done before you can fill your belly on the fruit!” Understanding, Red finished his apple with a
neigh and a shake of his head, causing them all to laugh.
Bravely, Oliver threw himself back up into the saddle, earning himself great respect from
Penny, Abi and Will, and began to walk with Red back to the others and their horses.
“I trust thee said we shalt trot next, Penny?” challenged Oliver.
Impressed by his willingness, she replied, “If you want to, yes of course. Abi?”
Nodding, it was agreed that they would try trotting and so led the horses to the western
side of the orchard. The trees here were younger and so there was more space in between.
First Will, then Penny demonstrated how to trot. Oliver and Abi watched intently as both
Will and Penny expertly trotted back and forth effortlessly on Grace and Harmony.
“Oh, you make it look so easy, Penny,” said Abi, doubtfully. “I’m scared I’ll fall like Oliver.”
Giving her friend encouragement, Penny smiled and said, “I’ll talk you through it Abi, and
Oliver, and if you do fall, it’s no problem. You just get back on again, isn’t that right?” she
looked at Oliver for his support.

He nodded his agreement, “I doth be in accord; ‘tis true, my friend.” He smiled at Abi.
Penny then explained the basics for getting the horses to trot; firstly, a couple of gentle
kicks and as the horse moves into trot they have to rock forward and up in the saddle; go up
as the horse’s backs move upwards and down as the back lowers, making sure that that they
didn't get 'bounced' by them.
“That sounds very confusing, Pens!” complained Abi, feeling unsure of remembering any of it.
“Not really, not once you’re doing it. You’ll find it easier once you’ve had a go,” Penny said.
“It’s just like learning to ride a bike,” she went on in a whisper, not wanting Oliver to hear. It
would be difficult to explain that one and keep his concentration on his riding!
“Come, let us both try,” said Oliver, eager to master riding Red and he gently kicked Red on
and easily gained the rhythm of Red’s movements.
Abi followed on behind but felt herself beginning to bounce.
“Just keep your heels down, Abi. That’s right, now try again,” Penny encouraged.
Through trial and error, Will and Penny worked Abi and Oliver all afternoon and they soon
were trotting up and down the arched avenues of the orchard. Gaining in confidence, they
began doing ‘figures of eight’ around some of the older trees and then trotting back to the
newer ones, getting faster on the last stretch.
“This is good, my friends! I doth feel like a true horseman!” declared Oliver, smiling at Will
who nodded encouragement at him and then pointed to the sack attached to his own saddle.
“Ah, yes, we must gather some fruit for Alys.”
“Oh, of course; that was our real reason for our visit to the orchard the afternoon, wasn’t
it!” said Abi, as they dismounted and gently looped the reins over a low branch of a nearby
tree.
Working well together, they soon gathered a full bag of rosy apples, golden pears and crisp,
crimson plums for Alys.
“I wonder what delights Alys will make from these,” Abi said, biting into a particular juicy
plum.
“I think anything she makes will be absolutely delicious,” replied Penny, helping herself to a
rich coloured plum too.
“She will be most pleased to hear such comments, but do take care eating the fruit before it
has been cooked. It could cause you to have the vapours,” said Oliver, concerned.
Penny and Abi looked at one another and laughed. “The only vapours we’d suffer from are if
we eat too many plums.....!” replied Abi knowingly and got a hostile look from Penny. She had
told Abi about the time during the summer when she had been strawberry picking with her
parents and Aunt Ella and had suffered after eating more strawberries than she had put in
her punnet!

After gathering the fruit they quickly, and with confidence, mounted their horses and
walked back through the orchard to the gateway, down the path to the track opposite the
bridge. Will stopped them here and he rode on alone, first one way along the track and then
the other. Once happy that nobody was near to see them, they trotted companionably across
the bridge to the courtyard and stables, where they repeated their work of the previous
afternoon. The girls felt quite at home with Oliver and Will, and enjoyed working together in
the stables.
That night as they lay in their beds, reflecting on their day, they both agreed that being
stuck at the manor wasn’t a bad thing at all; in fact they really were beginning to enjoy it and
if they ever did manage to get home, they would miss their life here!

Chapter 11
The next morning they awoke to a dull sky, heavy with grey, rain filled clouds. Reluctantly Abi
and Penny crawled from their warm beds, shivered in the chilly air of their chamber and
quickly dressed before going in search of Oliver.
As they descended the stairs, they heard Lady’s paws tapping ahead on the flagged, stone
floor of the passageway. Hurrying, they raced down the last few steps and caught up with
Oliver and Lady on their way to the solar.
“Morning Oliver,” they called and both received the usual enthusiastic greeting from Lady;
lots of licks and a good bashing on the shins from her super charged tail!
“Good morn to you both, my friends. Come; let us break our fast with haste. I fear Lady will
become the fool if she does not eat soon!” he said with a smile as Lady leapt ahead, led by an
invisible string by the aroma of yet more delicious food.
Soon the group were seated in the comfortable solar, discussing their previous afternoon’s
adventures with their pewter plates heaped with chunks of warm bread and sweet, honey
cured ham.
Oliver laughed as he recalled his fall from Red. “I saw the horror in thy faces; ‘twas most
entertaining!”
Abi was quick to scold, “Oh, Oliver we were worried! We thought you were badly hurt. How
would we have explained it to your father?”
“Verily, that would have been a problem for thee. No harm hath been done though. Shall we
ride again today?” he asked, when suddenly a loud crack of thunder burst from the angry sky.
Lady yelped and darted beneath Oliver’s chair, whimpering and trembling. “There, there
Lady. Dost not fear,” he went on soothingly, as he bent down stroking her head and gently
rubbing her ears.

“I think that answers that, don’t you Pens?” asked Abi turning to look out of the window, as
the rivers of raindrops raced downwards.
“I agree, we certainly don’t want to be out in that, and I would hate to leave Lady by herself
in this storm. She seems terrified Oliver!” answered Penny.
“Yes, she dislikes the thunder greatly. ‘Tis the only thing that disturbs her,” he explained. “I
say we stay here, in the solar, and keep warm and dry.”
“I’ll vote for that; warm, dry and easy on my rear end!” said Abi, rubbing her sore behind.
Oliver and Penny joined in her laughter.
After they finished their meal, they rested by a now roaring fire. Oliver retrieved a set of
cards from a table and explained a game to them which involved collecting cards of a certain
colour to win. Lady, although still trembling slightly, settled down on a large embroidered
cushion, with her head resting on Penny’s knee. Penny dutifully stroked her soft ears and
Lady relaxed before she began gently snoring.
The rain continued, but thankfully the thunder rolled away. Outside in the courtyard, the
many peasants continued their work; Will worked hard filling the water trough for the many
horses and heaved their food into the stables. Arthur, the falconer cared for the birds;
Merek worked through the storm with his team of men, felling trees and clearing a new
pathway in Granston woods. Hannah and Alys cooked in the kitchens, Gwendolyn and the
other maids of the manor cleaned.
Back in the solar, Oliver went in search of a new board game his father had been trying to
teach him.
“I believe it to be quite confusing; unlike draughts, which I have played for many years,” he
said. Then he continued as he brought the board and many pieces over to where they were
sitting, “The game ‘tis called Chess. Doth thee be acquainted with it?”
“My brother, Daniel, was champion at school last year! He taught me how to play, but I’m not
really that good,” explained Abi as she helped Oliver to set up the delicately carved wooden
pieces. “These are beautiful, Oliver.”
“Indeed they are, I thank thee. Merek carved them for my father,” replied Oliver as he and
Abi settled down to play. Penny was happy to watch as she had never really grasped how to
play and hoped to learn more by studying the others as they played.
Soon the morning disappeared, and with it the rain, leaving the countryside a pale washed out
relative of the previous day. Oliver and Abi had won one game apiece and reached a
stalemate in the third.
“I can’t see how either one of you could win this one,” commented Penny, intensely following
their moves.
“No, me neither,” agreed Abi, with a sigh.

Just then Hannah appeared with platters of freshly baked pies for them to eat. At the same
moment Lady awoke from her slumbers, stretched, yawned, got up and trotted over to sniff
out the food, causing them all to laugh.
“She has the most amazing nose, Oliver!” exclaimed Penny, making them laugh all the louder.
“I doth believe so!” he agreed, as they all settled down to eat again. Lady sat down too,
between Abi and Penny this time, hoping that they would offer her the most titbits.
As they finished eating the last of the scrumptious pies, a tall, thin, cloaked man, who Abi
and Penny had never seen before, strode into the room. He carried over his shoulder an old
leather bag which held an assortment of quills and powders for making ink.
“Good day to thee, Master Oliver,” he boomed in a deep but gentle voice.
Looking up, Oliver suddenly pushed back his chair, “Mr Clarke, sir. Do come in. I had quite
forgotten thee were calling today, forgive me,” he said, with his usual polite bow. Turning to
the girls he explained that Mr Clarke was the local scribe who came to teach Oliver on
Mondays and Fridays.
“Oliver, we must begin thy studies. Ladies, if thee will excuse us,” he said with a nod and led
Oliver away to his chamber where he would spend the rest of the day working. He studied
Latin, grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music.
Later as a weak sun broke through the heavy clouds, Abi and Penny took Lady for a walk
through the gardens and then on to the orchards where they threw a stick for her to fetch.
This was obviously a favourite game as Lady didn’t tire at all and wanted to continue despite
the sky darkening, signalling the end of the day.
Reluctantly they headed home, feeling quite tired after their late afternoon exercise. As
they crossed the courtyard they saw Will and waved. He returned their greeting and looked
into the sky and shrugged. Understanding that he was making a reference to the earlier
storm, they nodded and then headed off into the manor to their chambers.
Lady raced in front; once inside she headed for Oliver’s chambers with her tail wagging
furiously, anxious to be reunited with her master. Abi and Penny climbed up the stairs to
their own chambers, suddenly weary.
“Been a bit of a strange day, hasn’t it Pens?” commented Abi, pulling herself up the last few
steps by the rope which snaked around the outer wall of the stair well.
“Mmm, I know what you mean. Still, it was good to get some fresh air this afternoon. Poor
Oliver’s been stuck in all day!” she replied.
“Maybe we’ll see him later, if so, perhaps we could go over to the stables...” began Abi but
Penny butted in.
“You’re really getting attached to the horses aren’t you?” she asked, teasingly.

“Yeah, I just love Lunar. She’s such a gentle horse, seems to really understand me. I know
that sounds completely daft, but... Oh, I don’t know how to explain it but we seem to
connect?” she tried to make clear what she was feeling to Penny.
Penny nodded, “I know exactly what you mean. I’m so pleased you feel that way, I’m like that
when I ride Debonair; I really miss her since moving, but Harmony is great too. I think a trip
to the stables tonight is a great idea. Maybe we could take the horses a treat or two?”
Smiling, Abi answered, “Yes, let’s go and find Oliver, shall we?”
So that evening was spent firstly in the stores collecting some carrots and apples which they
managed to smuggle out without Alys seeing, or so they thought but as usual she turned a
blind eye to Oliver’s antics. Then they all trooped to the stables where they spent their time
with Will and the horses.
Amazingly, Will had finished the carving of Grace and was now working on a similar one of
Harmony.
“Wow, they are amazing Will,” said Penny with delight, smiling at him, as she turned the
carving in her hands.
Obviously understanding Penny, Will returned her smile and took the finished work and
placed it on his bench with other unfinished work.
Abi and Oliver had gone straight to the horses, with their bounty and were talking soothingly
to the animals. As Will and Penny re-entered the stables from his quarters, they looked at
their friends and realised, that like them, Abi and Oliver had developed that special love and
bond with the horses.
If nothing else happened while they were here, at least they would take away this shared
experience, if they did manage to return home, Abi and her could have riding lessons
together, mussed Penny as she watched Abi feed the hungry horses.
Suddenly, Lady appeared at the stable door and began begging for food.
“She could find food from a mile away,” laughed Penny, ruffling her soft ears.
“Come, Lady. We must leave now and retire for the night,” said Oliver waving to Will as he
walked from Red’s stall to the door. The girls also said good night to Will, realising how tired
they were as they walked back across the star lit courtyard.
Soon Abi and Penny were settled sleepily in their beds, in their warm, glowing chamber,
barely able to keep their eyes open.
“When we get back, do you think you’ll think about some riding lessons, Abi?” asked Penny
sleepily.
“Oh, I think so, Pens,” replied Abi, yawning. “I didn’t think I’d like it, but I really do, despite
my sore behind! Night, night Penny.”

“Night Abi,” replied Penny, rubbing her eyes sleepily as she climbed into bed, snuggled under
the heavy woollen blankets and watched the shadows of the fire’s flames dance across the
ceiling, lulling her into a deep sleep.

Chapter 12
The following morning dawned brightly, casting solid shadows across the courtyard and the
worn cobbles shone as the rays of light struck them. The sun sat low in the sky, struggling
against the fast approaching winter.
In their chamber, Abi and Penny were just waking up when Gwendolyn, their maid, knocked on
the door.
“Morning,” called Abi opening the door for her as she carried in fresh water in the pewter
jug for them to wash and also fresh drinking water in the ewer.
“Good day to you both. Master Oliver instructs me that he will meet you in the solar shortly.
He has a plan for the day’s activities,” she explained.
“Thank you Gwendolyn, we will meet him soon,” answered Penny, as she got from her warm
bed. Walking over to the window, she looked out at the bright sky and commented, “It’s such
a lovely day, and I hope Oliver’s plans will include a ride with the horses.”
“Me too! Come on slow coach, let’s go and see what he’s up to,” replied Abi and they both
hurried down to the solar.
Oliver and Lady were there to greet them and the girls soon sat down to eat with them, as
was becoming their new daily routine.
Between mouthfuls, Oliver explained that Will’s father had asked for some extra help in the
woods, clearing away some of the trees that had fallen and needed to be cut down. He had
offered to help and thought it would be a good idea if the girls came too. They would need to
take some rope and chains as some of the trees needed to be dragged to the clearing and
then cut into smaller logs.
“Sounds like a lot of hard work to me,” said Abi, a little unsure.
“Can we ride out on Harmony and Lunar, Oliver?” asked Penny, knowing that this would
encourage Abi to agree.
“Of course; Will and I shall go in the cart, pulled by Red and Grace. We shall take some of
the rope, chains and cutting saws with us. Doth thou agree to help?” he asked, hopefully.
Abi looked at Penny and smiled, a day out with the horses.... “Too right we’ll help!”
Quickly, they finished eating, and while Abi and Penny headed over to the stables, Oliver
collected baskets containing some food for them and the worker’s mid-day meals.

Back in the stables, where Will had already saddled Harmony and Lunar, and harnessed Red
and Grace in the cart, they all got ready for the journey to Granston Wood.
Abi, once again in the saddle, was bursting with excitement at the thought of, this, their
first proper adventure on horseback. “I can’t believe how much I’m enjoying riding, Penny,”
she said as they clip-clopped over the bridge behind Oliver and Will in the cart.
Smiling over at her friend, Penny replied, “I know, I’m so pleased for you, especially, as here
it looks like our only mode of transport.”
“It’s a shame that Oliver couldn’t ride Red today, but I can understand that it would give the
game away, wouldn’t it?” Abi commented looking at Oliver as he sat next to Will.
“Yes, it would, but still it’s a lovely day and Oliver is quite excited about being out with Will
and helping Merek. I really like Will’s family and Oliver obviously loves them,” Penny said and
Abi nodded her agreement.
After crossing the bridge to the track, this time the cart turned left, passing the entrance
to the gardens and continued on along it. On the right hand side stood the hedge that
surrounded the orchard and ahead of them stretched the track as it snaked through the
collage of early winter fields, many ploughed ready for sowing in the spring. About a mile
away, stood the woods, majestic in the halo of sunlight glowing through its almost barren
branches.
Flicking the reins, Will urged the horses along the track and Penny and Abi trotted behind
enjoying the freedom of being out in the fresh air. As they rode, they looked at the vast
expanse of countryside around them, so different and yet familiar to the view they were
used to. Just as when they had sat in the gardens a couple of days before, they noted the
quietness.
“It’s so beautiful here, isn’t it Abi?” Penny said in awe, as she watched birds chasing after
peasants as they tended the land.
“Yes; so peaceful too. That’s what’s changed the most. The fields are still here, but this
track is now a road from Granston to the school, and on all the way to the woods. At least
the woods haven’t changed, it’ll be interesting to see it as it is now,” Abi replied.
“I bet the woods is bigger, Aunt Ella said when she was little the woods were cut back a bit.
When the army took over the manor, they did some manoeuvres with troops during the 2 nd
World War. In fact, my dad said he played in some of the derelict huts when he used to
come to stay during the summers,” informed Penny as they rode alongside each other.
Reaching the bottom of a gentle slope, they turned to the left and continued on to meet the
beginning of the woods. A new pathway had been cut around the perimeter and they followed
this until they heard Merek’s workmen.
Piled at the side of the new track was a stack of freshly cut logs, which Merek and Arthur
were placing into a cart similar to the one which Will and Oliver arrived in.

Spying the group arriving as they worked, Merek and Arthur turned to Oliver and doffed
their caps in greeting, “Good day, Master Oliver,” they called.
Will brought the cart up beside the nearly full one and then eased on its heavy, wooden
brake, before jumping out to clasp his father and uncle on the shoulders. He indicated that
he would take over their job as Oliver carried over the baskets of goodies from Alys in the
manor’s kitchens.
Wiping their warm brows, Merek and Arthur gratefully took the flasks that Oliver offered
them; the morning had proved thirsty work.
“My thanks, Master Oliver,” said Merek, nodding thankfully. It had already been a hectic
morning for the brothers. Out at first light to clear the fallen trees from yesterday’s storm,
Merek had been lucky not to have been injured when one of the battered trees fell.
Abi and Penny approached and dismounted, tying Lunar and Harmony to the cart that Will
had driven.
“What a pleasure to see you both,” Merek said and introduced them to his brother.
“Hello, Arthur,” they both replied, amazed at the likeness between them. Both men were tall,
strong and had the same shock of blond hair that Will had inherited.
Before long, Abi and Penny were put to work loading the carts with the smaller logs that had
been cut the day before. Soon the carts were full and Will and Oliver drove them back to
the wood store in the manor’s courtyard, leaving Abi and Penny to hand out the food to all of
the peasants working in the woods.
One young man stood out from the rest. He was tall and strong looking but both Abi and
Penny felt uneasy when they approached him to hand him some food. He took it in silence.
The girls quickly moved on to the next worker, not giving him a second thought.
Soon Abi, Penny, Merek and Arthur sat together sharing the delicious pies, meats and
cheeses that Alys had packed for them. As they ate Abi and Penny, once again were
questioned on their life back in the 21st century.
“The countryside is similar with much farming still in the area, but as you know the manor has
become a school. Its great being there, but the gardens are just a sport field now and a car
park, not at all like the beautiful designs that Oliver showed us earlier in the week,”
explained Penny, before trying to describe what cars and other motor vehicles were.
Abi went on to talk about all the different machines and gadgets that were in everyday use
for them, but it was almost impossible for Merek or Arthur to understand. They just sat
staring in complete astonishment, especially when Abi mentioned computers and the internet.
“If only we’d had our mobiles with us when we came here,” she said as she turned to Penny
for help.

“That wouldn’t have been any good, would it, Abi?” she replied, smiling at her friends puzzled
response. “Look around Abi; no masts, no signal!”
Slapping the palm of her hand against her forehead, she groaned, feeling daft at her silly
mistake.
Soon, Will and Oliver arrived back with empty carts and immediately came over to join the
group. Without delay they began tucking into the tasty treats, and in next to no time the
baskets were all empty.
“Master Oliver, we must now move some of the large trunks that have fallen deeper into the
woods,” said Merek.
“I have my friends here with strong horses to help,” replied Oliver, as Will went to fetch the
rope and chains.
Oliver followed Arthur and Merek as they unhitched Red and led him over to another man,
Philip.
“Good day Master Oliver,” he said as he led forward a tall strong stallion, darker than Red
but with a similar white blaze on his forehead. Merek, quickly explained to Abi and Penny,
seeing their enquiring looks that Richmond was Red’s father and he belonged to Philip, the
local wheelwright.
Soon, they began searching through the woods and chaining up the fallen trunks and dragging
them back to the clearing where Merek and his workmen were using the two handed saws to
cut the trunks into smaller lengths which they were then able to lift onto the carts. Oliver
and Will continued to drive the full carts back to the wood store at the manor.
“Merek, the store doth be full,” called Oliver as he returned with Will from one trip. “We
must take the rest of the wood into Granston and fill the village store.”
One particular trunk was so thick that Merek and his men struggled to cut through. Puffing
with exhaustion he said, “This is too heavy to lift on the cart, I must ask Philip to drag it
back to Granston behind Richmond.”
And so, at the end of the day, the huge trunk was chained behind the strong stallion and
Philip slowly rode back to the village, followed by the two full carts driven by Will and Oliver,
the tired girls on their equally tired mounts, Merek and Arthur and all the other workmen.
The day’s work produced enough wood to stock up not only the store at the manor but the
village stores with logs for the winter too. All went home tired but happy.
Lady was excited to see them, having spent the day with Will’s family as his younger brother
Benedict and sister Malkyn had come to collect her and take her back to their house.
Before retiring for the evening the four brushed down the horses, who had worked hard all
day long.

“I’m bushed!” exclaimed Abi as they crossed the courtyard, heading for a simple meal in the
kitchens.
“She means she’s really tired, Oliver,” Penny quickly said, seeing his puzzled expression and
was too tired herself for a barrage of questions about why Abi was calling herself a shrub.

Chapter 13
The days passed quickly for Abi and Penny, enjoying riding lessons during the middle of the
week when Oliver wasn’t busy with his studies with Mr Clarke. Both Oliver and Abi were quick
learners and soon were confident on their horses; able to trot, gallop and jump small hedges
with ease.
At the weekends they tended to stay at, or near, the manor as Oliver took pleasure in
spending time with his father. Lord Evan was only too happy to have Abi and Penny join them.
Recently, Oliver had begun to ask his father questions about running the estate, using the
excuse that Abi and Penny were interested. This way Oliver learned more regarding his,
hoped for, future role than he had in many previous months when he had been too withdrawn
and nervous to speak of such things.
Penny remarked to Abi one afternoon in early December, as they strolled across the
courtyard, “I think Oliver has really changed since we first met him, don’t you Abi?”
“Mmmmm, definitely,” she replied, with a mouthful of one of Alys’ delicious biscuits. “He’s no
longer that frightened boy we met. In fact, now you mention it, he seems to have matured
dramatically in recent weeks, hasn’t he?”
“Yeah, I think he’s really gained a lot of confidence and the riding’s helped with that. I’m
convinced of it,” said Penny, as she pushed open the stable door, breathing in the heavy smell
of fresh hay. She startled as she walked in, not expecting to see Oliver there with Will. “Oh,
you surprised me!” she gasped, clutching her chest, as her heart raced.
“My apologies, Penny, I did not mean to frighten thee,” said Oliver, and then smiled as he saw
the amused looks on Abi and Will’s faces.
“What are you doing here this afternoon? Don’t you have any studying to do with Mr Clarke?”
asked Abi.
“No, I am most gladsome to report Mr Clarke has left Granston to visit his family for the
forth coming season,” said Oliver, obviously relieved, just as they were about school holidays.
“When will he return?” asked Penny.
“Not until after the twelfth night, so I have three whole weeks of no study... Well, only
studying when my father says I have to,” he stated with a slight shrug of his shoulders.
“Wow, that’s great, Oliver!” enthused Abi, always one happy to have time off from school,
although she enjoyed it more since becoming friends with Penny.

“My Lord will return from his journey to Norwich tomorrow. I must show him the scriptures
I have written. Mr Clarke is most pleased with my efforts of late,” he said, he ruffled Red’s
nose as he fed him an apple. Lady was dancing at Red’s feet, hoping to catch anything that
fell from his chomping jaws.
While Oliver was talking to Penny and Abi, Will had harnessed Grace into the small cart.
Turning he gestured that they should accompany him, and Will, understanding, nodded.
“What was that, Oliver?” asked Abi, intrigued.
“Will is going to visit his family and I thought we could join him,” said Oliver and was met
with excited nods.
“Can we ride?” asked Abi, who had become quite expert in recent weeks and without waiting
for an answer the girls headed to retrieve the tack for Lunar and Harmony.
As they prepared their horses, Oliver helped Will to load the cart with some sacks of grain
and some goods from Alys in the kitchen.
Oliver rode with Will and the two girls confidently trotted behind with Lady, who was
excited to be going on an adventure, especially as she was following behind a cart with some
very interesting smells!
Once over the bridge and onto the track leading to Granston, Abi decided to give Lunar a
little kick on and the two girls cantered side by side with a tongue-lolling Lady happily
keeping up with them.
“See you there,” they called as they passed Will and Oliver, smiling.
Abi and Penny loved to visit Will’s family and knew the way there easily. They had settled
very comfortably into the manor’s way of life and helped with many chores in the orchard
when the fruit needed picking, collecting firewood from the stores and even Alys had taught
them how to cook a few different pies and puddings in the kitchens.
Soon, they arrived to squeals of delight from Malkyn and Benedict, who rushed out to greet
them.
Abi and Penny took the horses round side of the cottage to rest and were then led into the
cosy parlour.
“My goodness, you two look as if you could do with warming up,” said Edith with concern but
she was so pleased to see the girls again and brought through some warm, spiced mead for
them to drink. They had never tasted this, so they tentatively sipped the tepid liquid.
Thankfully, it was no stronger than the honey drink that they were used to and it gave them
a satisfying glow inside after the cold ride from the manor.
“Mmm, this is good,” said Abi and Penny nodded too. It had been a cold ride. Winter had
certainly arrived and the locals were saying it would be a cold one. The holly bushes in the

hedgerows were full of berries. Maybe it wasn’t just an old wives tale, maybe there was some
truth in it...?
Just then Lady whimpered at the door to signal Oliver and Will’s arrival. They came in with
their arms full.
“Oh my, whatever have you there?” gasped Edith in surprise.
“Just a few things for the coming weeks,” explained Oliver, happy to see the joy on her face.
“My Liege insists that you enjoy the festive season with all your family, and of course visit us
as usual on the eve of Christ’s Mass.”
“Christmas!!” gasped Abi

Find out what happens to Abi and Penny in their time travelling journey only in
the next issue of The Draytonian.

We hope you’ve enjoyed our latest issue. We look forward to being able to
include even more of your articles and features in the next issue. Email all
your submissions to msilvester9nrp@nsix.org.uk
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